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Do you wish to:

Off Course  Feng Shui for Golfers

TY Tan is a graduate of
Chinese Classical Feng Shui
and the 4 Pillars of Destiny
(Bazi) under Master Yu of
the Feng Shui Research
Center (FSRC), Toronto,
Canada. Tan is also the
first certified Feng Shui
practitioner of FSRC in
Malaysia with a Higher
Diploma from the Feng Shui
Research Center. He con-
ducts Feng Shui classes and
consultation for resident and
business. He can be reached
at www.1FengShui.com or at
(603) 80600868.

Sector OneBy TY Tan

I have written about different types of water dragon in feng shui in the past
issues of this magazine without any reference to a house or any built structure.
From this issue onwards, I will be writing about fortunate feng shui setting of
houses of different facing directions. So, keep a look out for the settings that fit
your home.

For properties facing between 157.5° to 172.5° (the first third sector of South)
that were built after February 2004, they are in moderately good directions.
It would be fortunate if they have the following settings:

Good External
Landscape
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There must be a back door in
the North section.
There must be an opened
centre and the North section
of the house must be well
connected to the Southeast
and West sections of the
house.
To enhance wealth luck
further, the best sector to
place an internal water fea-
ture, such as an aquarium, is
in the North section of the
house.
Residents of this type of house
have to use the back door
more frequently to bring the
auspicious qi into the house.

To balance the qi of the house,
use the following colour
schemes:

It is very fortunate to have a
big beautiful natural mountain
and small water located in the
North direction of the house.
If the natural landform
externally does not have the
setting, the remedy is to build
a waterfall with a pond in
the North section behind
the house. This creates an
artificial mountain and water
dragon for the house, which
will bring fortune to the
residents.
It will be great for career
advancement if a big, beauti-
ful natural mountain in the
North stretches to cover
Northeast and East, and there
is also beautiful water towards
the Northeast and East.
It will have additional
fortunate qi if there is either
a big, beautiful natural water
form towards the Southwest
or a road coming from the
Southwest.

Good Internal Layout
The best location for the front
main door is in the Southwest
section of the house.

A cool blue colour scheme at
the North sector
A red colour scheme at the
South sector
A golden colour scheme at the
West sector

A building that conforms to
the above external landform
and internal layout is consid-
ered to be having good feng
shui for those residing in it, in
terms of wealth, health and
career advancement. If the
water feature and mountain

towards the Northeast and East
are ugly, there will be lawsuits.

1. Grow your business through this bad time and prosper?
2. Keep your job and get a promotion instead of a lay-off?
3. Get a well-paid job fast?
4. Receive big windfall money?

* Free tickets for Golf Malaysia readers are limited, so hurry up and grab this offer!

Date : 11th April 2009
Time : 2 pm to 5 pm
Venue : 1FengShui, Puchong Utama

Register to attend the 2009 Feng Shui Seminar of the Year by
Master TY Tan for essential feng shui tips to survive and

prosper through this financial tsunami!

Cut out this coupon for a FREE

ticket* to the sem
inar.

Call 03-8060 0868 today!

✁
63A, Jalan PU 7/4, Taman Puchong Utama, 47100
Puchong, Selangor Darul Ehsan.

Tickets: RM48 (online booking via www.1FengShui.com), RM88
(booking at the venue’s counter)

Figure 1 -
Good External
Landscape

Figure 2 - Good Internal Layout


